Flexible and in situ fabrication of nanochannels with high aspect ratios and nanopillar arrays in fused silica substrates utilizing focused ion beam
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Nanochannels fabricated in fused silica substrates are ideal tools for single (bio)molecular studies in biology and are promising in the development of innovative applications in chemistry. To obtain a higher throughput and a higher level of integration and functionalization, nanochannels with high aspect ratios and nano-in-nano structures are very much desired, but their fabrication is a challenge. Herein, we report a method for fabricating nanochannels with such challenging critical dimensions and structures in fused silica substrates by using a focused ion beam.

Nanofluidic devices, which are microchips incorporating nanometer-scale channels [i.e., nanochannels], are ideal tools to understand behaviors and phenomena of liquids and (bio)molecules confined in stringent nanospaces. For example, confining a liquid in a nanochannel shows promise in approaching an ultimate goal to precisely handle and characterize single molecules. Instead of measuring averaged behavior of ensemble molecules, such single molecular approaches are promising for gaining an insight into fundamental phenomena. In addition, recent studies revealed altered properties of water confined in a nanochannel, with higher viscosity, higher proton mobility, and lower dielectric constant than in the bulk. Such unique properties are very promising to eventually bring epoch-making applications. These applications may include, for example, the realization of ultra-fast chemical reactors, ultra-high-efficiency energy converters, and ultra-high-sensitive analytical devices. Nevertheless, despite the increased exciting progress, the field of nanofluidics is still nascent, in contrast to its thriving ‘brother’ microfluidics. One critical reason is that the capability of excellent control of the geometry of nanochannels is still lacking.

Nanochannels are the ‘hearts’ of nanofluidic devices and their fabrication varies depending on the materials. In the early days of development, nanochannels were fabricated on semiconductor wafers such as silicon, by directly transferring the well-established nanofabrication experience accumulated in microelectronics over several decades. In the past few years, the fabrication of nanochannels in fused silica substrates was achieved, using several tools as described later. After that, insulating fused silica immediately replaced semiconducting silicon as a major substrate material for fabrication of nanofluidic devices, in addition to a few polymeric substrates to a lesser extent. Fused silica is a glass consisting of silica in amorphous form. Fused silica possesses excellent properties such as superior optical transparency, chemical/biological inertness, thermal stability, and mechanical robustness. Furthermore, owing to their hydrophilic nature and well-established surface chemistry through a variety of silanization processes, fused silica nanochannels make it easy to perform liquid introduction and inner wall surface modification. These excellent properties are ideal and indispensable for chemical and biological studies, as well as applications at the nanoscale or single-molecular level under nanofluidic conditions.

Several tools have enabled the fabrication of nanochannels in fused silica substrates, with low aspect ratios (depths/widths) or unity (i.e., close to 1) aspect ratios. Standard photolithography incorporated with short-time wet or dry etching allows fabricating fused silica nanochannels with micrometer-scale widths and nanometer-scale depths, defined by the practical resolution limits of photolithography and duration of etching, respectively. Such nanochannels with low aspect ratios are also called planar nanochannels and have been used in early studies of DNA extension. Electron beam lithography (EBL) coupled with dry etching allows fabricating fused silica nanochannels with unity aspect ratios, namely, square nanochannels. The dimensions (i.e., widths and depths) of the
square nanochannels fabricated by this method usually range from tens to hundreds of nanometers. This range is critically important for studies in nanofluidics because continuum assumptions for the Navier–Stokes (NS) equations, which are governing equations in fluid mechanics, still apply. The use of square nanochannels with dimensions in this important range has accelerated studies in nanofluidics, giving birth to the aforementioned discoveries of altered properties of water confined in nanospaces. More recently, an interesting study using sub-5 nm square nanochannels fabricated by focused ion beam (FIB) has extended the possibility of nanochannels to ultimate dimensions below 5 nm, where the NS equations no longer apply and liquids can be no longer defined as fluids.

In comparison with low-aspect-ratio planar nanochannels and near-unity-aspect-ratio square nanochannels, high-aspect-ratio nanochannels offer advantages including a higher throughput and a higher level of integration, but their fabrication is even more challenging. Only a few groups have reported the fabrication of high-aspect-ratio nanochannels in silicon and polymeric substrates, using interferometric lithography, proton beam lithography, and others. Nevertheless, the fabrication of high-aspect-ratio nanochannels in fused silica substrates is still a remaining challenge.

In addition, the capability of further defining nanometer-scale geometries inside nanochannels, namely, nano-in-nano structures, promises to bring about more powerful nanochannels with versatile integrated functions. Nanochannels with flat geometries have been widely used to date in a variety of fundamental phenomenon studies. In order to obtain deeper insights into those fundamental phenomena at a more precise level and fully utilize those new findings to develop the aforementioned epoch-making applications, nano-in-nano structures are desired. However, the fabrication of nano-in-nano structured nanochannels in fused silica substrates by using EBL coupled with dry etching needs a super-high-precision alignment technique during multiple-step nanofabrication, which unfortunately is a great hurdle.

Herein, we report a method for the fabrication of nanochannels with high aspect ratios and nanochannels with nanopillar arrays in fused silica substrates by utilizing FIB (Fig. 1). FIB has been much employed in the field of semiconductors for milling, deposition, and imaging of semiconductor materials but has seldom been applied to insulating materials. Our method enables the flexible and in situ fabrication of challenging nanochannel structures in insulating fused silica substrates through a conducting layer (100 nm thick gold layer) pre-deposited on the substrate, under optimized conditions of beam parameters and processing parameters of FIB milling. The gold layer provides capabilities of (1) efficiently allowing sufficient conductance of charge during deep milling of the insulating fused silica substrate, (2) precisely defining the narrow channel feature to get a high aspect ratio, and (3) adequately protecting the surface of the substrate and/or the nanochannel in the case of nano-in-nano fabrication from material redeposition during FIB milling. In addition, the milling guided by simultaneous high-resolution FIB imaging allows positioning of target regions precisely. The high-precision positioning thereby enables the flexible and in situ fabrication of nano-in-nano structures such as nanopillar array nanochannels, without the need to additionally develop a high-precision alignment technique, which is very challenging. We believe that the fabrication method will contribute to the development of nanofluidic devices with a higher throughput and a higher level of integration and functionalization.

It is problematic to directly mill (or sputter) a fused silica substrate by using FIB, due to the charging effect caused by ion irradiation on the insulating substrate. In general, the charging effect arises from accumulation of static electric charges on the surface of a sample. In this study, gallium ion (Ga\(^{+}\)) beams were used as ion beam sources. The irradiation of the insulating fused silica with Ga\(^{+}\) ions will bring about the accumulation of excess positive charge on the surface. The charging effect adversely affects the quality of FIB milling, resulting in irregular milled features. We used a gold layer pre-deposited on the fused silica substrate as a conducting layer to overcome these charging problems. As one of the most sensitive materials for FIB milling processes, gold has a significantly high ion milling (or sputtering) yield (15.7 atoms/ion for 40 keV Ga\(^{+}\) ions at normal incidence). The high milling yield offers a fast etching rate for the gold layer during FIB milling. In addition, focused Ga\(^{+}\) ion beams are very suitable for milling gold and capable of milling features with vertical slope profiles in the gold layers. The fast etching rate together with the vertical etching profile thereby enabled quick transfer of a designed pattern feature (i.e., acting as a mask) to the fused silica layer, with high accuracy. This quickly formed gold mask then played a critical role in maintaining efficient conductance of charge for the Ga\(^{+}\) ion beam to sufficiently mill the fused silica surface. In addition, the conducting gold layer could be easily removed by using a routine chemical etchant. After gold removal, a standard nanofluidic device could be obtained by bonding the
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**Table 1** Aperture sizes, beam diameters, beam currents, and current densities of 40 keV Ga\(^{+}\) beams used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam no.</th>
<th>Aperture size ((\mu m))</th>
<th>Beam diameter (nm)</th>
<th>Beam current (nA)</th>
<th>Current density (A cm(^{-2}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>7.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>7.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
substrate containing the FIB-milled nanochannel structures and a substrate containing photolithographically fabricated microchannels through conventional fused silica bonding methods.\textsuperscript{3,4,13}

Gold layers with different thickness were tested. A gold layer 100 nm thick was utilized in this study, decided by the milling capability and reproducibility. To verify the capability of milling, the fabrication of nanochannels with large critical dimensions (500 nm in width) was performed under routine FIB milling conditions (40 keV accelerating voltage, 40 μm aperture, 48 nm beam diameter, 0.13 nA beam current). Here, 40 keV is a standard accelerating voltage generally used in the FIB milling mode. The beams were scanned over designed rectangular pattern regions with widths of 500 nm, which were equal to the desired nanochannel widths. Owing to the assistance of the conducting gold layer, nanochannels approximately 500 nm wide were obtained as desired, with varying depths dependent on dwell times (Fig. 2). Here, the dwell time is a critical processing parameter capable of controlling FIB milling. During FIB milling, the FIB spot with a certain diameter (i.e., beam diameter) raster scans the sample surface within the region of a designed graphical pattern. The pattern is composed of graphical pixels that specify the location of the beam spot. The dwell time (typically μs to ms) defines the beam spot irradiation time at each pixel. As shown in Fig. 2, the depths of the milled nanochannels increase with an increase of dwell time, indicating that a longer dwell time could improve milling yields in the vertical direction in the fused silica layer.

In addition to dwell time, ion beam parameters such as aperture size, beam diameter, beam current, and current density were further verified and optimized for the fabrication of high-aspect-ratio nanochannels in fused silica substrates. The beam current (typically pA to nA) is directly determined by aperture size (μm) and condenser lens in the optical system of FIB. The current density (A cm\textsuperscript{-2}) correlates with the beam diameter (nm) and the beam current. The values of the corresponding beam parameters of 40 keV Ga\textsuperscript{+} beams utilized in this study are listed in Table 1. In this experiment, we designed the widths of rectangular patterns to be 100 nm and set the depths for milling to be 600 nm (i.e., 500 nm for the fused silica layer), to obtain 100 nm wide and 500 nm deep fused silica nanochannels after removing the 100 nm gold layer. The setting depth is a processing parameter which can control the amount of milling. For a given setting depth, the number of beam scans over a pattern is directly dependent on the dwell time and the fabrication constant (μm\textsuperscript{3} nA\textsuperscript{-1} s\textsuperscript{-1}), which describes the FIB milling efficiency in a certain material. In the case where the fabrication constant of materials is well established, for example silicon, theoretically the actual depth of milling should be approximately equal to the setting depth. However, for the gold/fused silica two-layer system, the fabrication constant is difficult to determine. To make things simpler, in this study we assumed the fabrication constant to be 0.28 μm\textsuperscript{3} nA\textsuperscript{-1} s\textsuperscript{-1}, which is equal to that of silicon for 40 keV Ga\textsuperscript{+} ion beam milling. It should be noted that the actual fabrication constant of the gold/fused silica system may not be 0.28 μm\textsuperscript{3} nA\textsuperscript{-1} s\textsuperscript{-1}. By using the assumed fabrication constant, the actual depth becomes only dependent on the dwell time in a given beam condition.

Fig. 3 shows the result of the optimization of the beam diameter and the dwell time for milling of desired high-aspect-ratio nanochannels (100 nm in width, 500 nm in depth, aspect ratio = 5.0). In Fig. 3, width (actual)/width (design) represents the ratio between the actual width and the design width (100 nm), depth (actual)/depth (setting) represents the ratio between the actual depth and the setting depth (500 nm), in the fused silica layer. In the case where both these ratios are near 1.0, the nanochannels as prescribed are considered to be obtained. The widths of the milled nanochannels were dependent on both the beam diameter and the dwell time. The larger the beam diameter, the wider was the milled nanochannel (Fig. 3a). Among the three beam conditions utilized in this study (Table 1), the ion beam with the smallest beam diameter (24 nm; beam 3 in Table 1) enabled milling of the nanochannels with actual widths closest to 100 nm, at each dwell time (0.5 s, 10 s, and 100 s). For the ion beam with a diameter of 24 nm, increasing the dwell time resulted in an increase of the actual depth (Fig. 3b) and thereby an increase of the aspect ratio (Fig. 3c). Nanochannels with high aspect ratios ranging from ca. 3.0 to 5.0 were obtained by using ion beams with a diameter of 24 nm (Fig. 3c). Moreover, at the dwell time of 100 μs in this case, both the ratio of width (actual)/width (design) and the ratio of depth (actual)/depth (setting) were approximately equal to 1 (Fig. 3a and b). These results revealed that the conditions of 40 keV Ga\textsuperscript{+} ion beam, 24 nm beam diameter, 100 μs dwell time were optimal FIB milling conditions to obtain nanochannels as prescribed for the gold/fused silica system, using the assumed fabrication constant (0.28 μm\textsuperscript{3} nA\textsuperscript{-1} s\textsuperscript{-1}).

Fig. 4 shows atomic force microscopy (AFM) images and scanning ion microscope (SIM) images for a nanochannel ca. 500 nm deep and ca. 100 nm wide (Fig. 4a and b) and a nanochannel ca. 500 nm deep and ca. 500 nm wide (Fig. 4c and d) which were fabricated using the optimal conditions. While both
the width and the depth of the wide nanochannel (500 nm deep and 500 nm wide) could be roughly characterized from its AFM image (Fig. 4c), the depth of the narrow nanochannel (500 nm deep and 100 nm wide) was difficult to determine only from its AFM image (Fig. 4a), due to the larger size (several tens of micrometers) of the cantilever of the AFM than that of the nanochannel. In addition, it was also difficult to obtain the cross-sectional shapes of the nanochannels using the AFM for the same reason. The SIM was used to characterize the cross-sectional shapes of the nanochannels. The SIM images were obtained using an observation mode of our FIB system. An extremely small beam current, lower than 0.01 nA, was used for the SIM observation to avoid damage to the surface of the specimens resulting from ion beam scanning. The cross-sectional shapes of the nanochannels (Fig. 4b and d) were obtained from the observation of the FIB-milled cross-sections tilted 60° with respect to the ion beam. The SIM images revealed that the side walls of both nanochannels were near vertical (5–7°). While the 500 nm deep and 100 nm wide nanochannel had a roughly square cross-section, the 500 nm deep and 500 nm wide nanochannel exhibited a quite sharp bottom due to narrowing of the channel.

Furthermore, the optimal beam conditions (40 keV Ga⁺ ion beam, 24 nm beam diameter, and 100 μs dwell time) were applied to fabricate nanochannels with nanopillar arrays (Fig. 5). The structures are nano-in-nano structures which are difficult to fabricate with current popular nanochannel fabrication tools for the reason mentioned above. In addition, while microchannels with nanopillars have been reported to possess improved bioseparation capabilities in comparison with microchannels without nanopillars, similar structures in nanochannels are greatly desired to further improve these capabilities at the nanoscale, but their fabrication is a critical issue. The fabrication of nanochannels with nanopillar arrays was achieved through either a flexible one-step FIB milling strategy (Fig. 5a) or an in situ two-step FIB milling strategy (Fig. 5b). For the former (Fig. 5a), the nanochannel and the nanopillars were simultaneously fabricated in a single FIB milling process, and therefore a nanochannel with nanopillars whose heights are approximately equal to the height (i.e., depth) of the nanochannel could be obtained, as shown in Fig. 5c and d. For the latter (Fig. 5b), the nanochannel and the nanopillars were sequentially fabricated through two independent millings in situ, and therefore a nanochannel with nanopillars whose heights are less than the height (i.e., depth) of the nanochannel could be obtained, as shown in Fig. 5e and f. Nanopillars with sizes (widths or diameters) ranging from hundreds (Fig. 5c–e) to tens (Fig. 5f) of nanometers as well as aspect ratios (heights/sizes) varying from 0.9 (Fig. 5e) to 2.5 (Fig. 5c) were successfully fabricated in both planar (Fig. 5c–e) and square (Fig. 5f) nanochannels. The density of the nanopillar array, which is characterized by the ratio of the sizes of nanopillars to the space between nanopillars (width/space, in short), could be flexibly adjusted. For example, Fig. 5c shows a SIM image of a nanochannel with a low-density (size/space of ca. 0.2) nanopillar array, and Fig. 5d–f show SIM images of nanochannels with relatively high-density (width/space of ca. 1.0–1.1) nanopillar arrays. These results revealed that both milling strategies enabled the flexible and in situ fabrication of nanopillar array nanochannels with prescribed sizes, aspect ratios, and densities.
Fig. 4 AFM images and SIM images for (a and b) a nanochannel ca. 500 nm deep and ca. 100 nm wide and (c and d) a nanochannel ca. 500 nm deep and ca. 500 nm wide, which were fabricated using the optimal conditions. For (b and d) SIM images, FIB-milled cross-sections of nanochannels were tilted 60° with respect to the ion beam. Note: the bumps on the surface near the cross-section shown in (d) resulted from the FIB milling for obtaining the cross-section of the nanochannel.

Fig. 5 FIB milling strategies (a and b) and SIM images (c–f) of nanochannels with nanopillar arrays. (a) The one-step milling strategy. (b) The two-step milling strategy. (c) A low-density nanopillar (180 nm wide, 450 nm high, aspect ratio = 2.5, spaced by 900 nm) array in a nanochannel with a depth of 450 nm, and (d) a high-density nanopillar (150 nm wide, 320 nm high, aspect ratio = 2.1, spaced by 150 nm) array in a nanochannel with a depth 320 nm, which were fabricated using (a) the one-step FIB milling strategy. (e) A nanopillar (520 nm wide, 480 nm high, aspect ratio = 0.9, spaced by 480 nm) array in a planar nanochannel (700 nm deep and 3 μm wide), and (f) a nanopillar (80 nm wide, 120 nm high, aspect ratio = 1.5, spaced by 120 nm) array in a square nanochannel (400 nm deep, 800 nm wide), which were fabricated using (b) the two-step FIB milling strategy.
of the nanopillars, as well as prescribed widths and depths of the nanochannels.

In conclusion, we presented a method for fabricating high-aspect-ratio nanochannels as well as nanopillar array nanochannels in fused silica substrates. The method involved FIB milling of nanochannel structures through a 100 nm gold layer pre-deposited on the fused silica substrates, under optimized conditions of beam parameters and processing parameters. The use of a gold layer provided advantages of allowing flexibly and efficiently milling of deep and narrow nanochannels in the insulating fused silica substrates. With the method, the fabrication of nanochannels with high aspect ratios ranging from 3.0 to 5.0 was achieved. Furthermore, \textit{in situ} fabrication of nanochannels having nanopillar arrays with prescribed sizes ranging from hundreds to tens of nanometers, varying aspect ratios from ca. 0.9 to 2.5, and desired densities in the nanochannels was accomplished. The method would be useful for developing integrated nanofluidic devices with high throughput.
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